WOODS® GRADING SCRAPERS
Model GSM96 and GSM96P
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The Woods® GSM96 and GSM96P Grading
Scrapers are rugged tractor attachments built
with superior durability for tough landscaping
and roadway projects. Ideal for work such as
leveling potholes and ruts in driveways or
roads, or removing berms and bumps in lawns
and fields. Both models are 254 centimeters
wide, with a working width of 241 and fit 30 to
65 horsepower tractors with Category 1 or
Category 2 hitches. A tall 40,6 centimeter box
height holds a lot of material with each pass.
The GSM96P is a premium attachment with
scarifier teeth for deep tillage. The scarifiers are
adjustable so that you increase your
performance by positioning them for the type of
work or material.






Heavy-duty mast plate creates more down
force for a smoother surface and virtually
eliminates a washboard effect
Adjustable skid shoes and scarifiers*
increase performance
Tall side frames hold more material for
leveling
Beveled leading edges on the skid shoes
and structural reinforcements keep this
scraper strong for years of use
Reversible/replaceable high-carbon cutting
edges increase work life and are easy to
maintain

SPECIFICATION
Tractor Engine HP
Tractor Hitch
Working Width
Overall Width

GSM96/GSM96P
30 - 65 hp
Cat 1 & 2
241 cm
254 cm

Overall Length
Box Height
Number of Scarifiers*
Weight with Scarifiers*
Weight without Scarifiers
Reversible Cutting Edge

117 cm
40,6 cm
6
364 kg
323 kg
1,3 - 15,2 cm

Scarifier Adjustment*
Skid Shoe Adjustment
Lower Hitch Design
ASABE Quick-hitch
Compatible

-6, -3, +1, +6 cm
-2,5 to +1,3 cm
clevis

*Scarifiers are only available on the
premium (P) models: GSS54P, GSS60P,
GSS72P, GSM84P, GSM96P. Scarifiers
cannot be added to non-premium models
because there are no shank pockets.

Superior design. Superior durability. Superior style.
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